AN INVENTORY OF
ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY
SCHOOL TEXTS
TEXT BOOK COLLECTION
INVENTORY

Scope notes: This collection includes text books (18th, 19th and 20th century) from a variety of sources, some gifts and some acquired with funds from the Education Department. It is not a static collection. This inventory indicates only the types of books and nothing more specific. The books are presently stored in cartons(red lids) in SMC- Remote Storage. A database was compiled by a student (education major/academic credit) in 1996-1997 that gives more specific information about some texts. A printout of that database is available in the Knox Archives Reading Room. Whereabouts of the database itself are unknown.

BOX 1
Readers

BOX 2
Story Books; Literature; Philosophy; Music

BOX 3
Arithmetic; History; Geography; Sciences (astronomy & botany)

BOX 4
Grammar; Spellers; Dictionaries; Latin texts
Miscellaneous
2 vols. Teacher’s Encyclopedia
steno manual
Delphian course book
hygiene
religion

BOX 5
student papers
flash cards (Dick and Jane)
Home Economics work book (1930s)
Sewing Project notebooks (1930s)
Miscellaneous new additions — including readers, geographies, arithmetics, etc.

Donors: among others, Philip and Emily Sang
author: 

title: New Riddle Book  
publisher: Fisher and Brother  
publication site: Philadelphia/Baltimore  
date: none given  
category: level: riddles, jokes  
collation: 96 p.  
dimension: 15 cm  
illustration: full color  
call no: 793.735 F(s)

author: 

title: Rosa Lane  
publisher: American Sunday-School Union  
publication site: Philadelphia  
date: 1861  
category: level: youth  
dimension: 16 cm  
illustration: BW  
call no: GF.1 Ros (s)

author: 

title: The Little Favorite's Library:  
publisher: Henry A. Young & Co.  
publication site: Boston  
date: 

category: level: youth  
collation: 64 p.  
dimension: 12 cm  
illustration: b&w  
call no: F/G/(s)

author: 

title: Knowledge For Every Child  
publisher:  
publication site: 

date: 

category: level: 

dimension: 15 cm  
illustration: b&w  
call no: 031.02/R/(s)
author:
title: Child-Pictures from Dickens
publisher: E. P. Dutton & Co.
publication site: New York
date:
category: level: story book call no: F / Di / (S)
collation: 226 p dimension: 23 cm illustration: b&w

author:
title: Chatterwell Stories
publisher: McLoughlin Bro's
publication site: New York
date: 1912
category: level: story book call no: F / Cha / (S)
collation: dimension: 27 cm illustration: b&w

author:
title: Nursery Nonsense
publisher: Hurd & Houghton
publication site: New York
date:
category: level: very young call no: 808.817 H
collation: 14 p dimension: 18cm illustration: color

author:
title: Our Pet Lamb's Picture Book
publisher: Thomas Nelson and Sons
publication site: New York
date:
category: level: young reader call no: F / O / (s)
collation: 94 p dimension: 21 cm illustration: b&w
author:
title: The Model School Picture Primer
publisher: Troutman & Hayes
publication site: Philadelphia
date: 1851
category: Reader level: primer call no: 372.4 T (s)
collation: 47p dimension: 19cm illustration: bw

author:
title: The Little Pilgrim's Progress. Pt. 2
publisher: Theodore Bliss & Co.
publication site: Philadelphia
date: 1862 ?
category: story book level: youth call no: F P (s)
collation: 95 p dimension: 12cm illustration: bw

author:
title: Pictures and Lessons for Little Readers.
publisher: American Tract Society
publication site: Boston
date: 1868
category: story book level: youth call no: F AM (S)
collation: 96p dimension: 22cm illustration: bw

author:
title: Happy Charlie, and other stories
publisher: Robert Carter & Brothers
publication site: New York
date: 1869
category: story book level: call no: F H (s)
collation: 170p dimension: 16cm illustration: bw
author: The Child's Scripture Question Book
title: The Child's Scripture Question Book
publisher: American Sunday-School Union
publication site: Philadelphia
date: 1853
category: religious level: call no: 220 / A / (S)
collation: 144p dimension: 13cm illustration: bw

author: The Village Reader: designed for the use of schools
title: The Village Reader: designed for the use of schools
publisher: C. & G. Merriam
publication site: Springfield, MA
date: 1847
category: reader level: call no: 372.412 / M /
collation: 300p dimension: 19cm illustration: bw

author: A Primary History of the United States
title: A Primary History of the United States
publisher: A.S. Barnes & Company
publication site: Chicago
date: 1885
category: history level: intermediate call no: 917 / B
collation: 244p dimension: 19cm illustration: bw

author: American Sunday School Union
title: The Union Spelling - Book
publisher: American Sunday-school Union
publication site: Philadelphia
date: 1838
category: spelling level: call no: 512.4 / A / (S)
collation: 120p dimension: 17cm illustration: BW
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>author</th>
<th>Bailey, Mark, Harris, William T. and Rickoff, Andrew J.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>title</td>
<td>Appleton's School Readers Third Reader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>publisher</td>
<td>American Book Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>publication site</td>
<td>New York, Cincinatti, Chicago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>date</td>
<td>1877</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>category</td>
<td>level: 3rd reader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>collation</td>
<td>214 p.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dimension</td>
<td>19 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>illustration</td>
<td>BW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>call no</td>
<td>372 H</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>author</th>
<th>Bailey, Mark, Harris, William T. and Rickoff, Andrew J.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>title</td>
<td>Appleton's School Readers Fourth Reader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>publisher</td>
<td>D. Appleton and Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>publication site</td>
<td>New York, Boston, Chicago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>date</td>
<td>1883</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>category</td>
<td>level: 4th Reader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>collation</td>
<td>248 p.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dimension</td>
<td>19 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>illustration</td>
<td>BW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>call no</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>author</th>
<th>Baldwin, James</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>title</td>
<td>School Reading by Grades</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>publisher</td>
<td>American Book Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>publication site</td>
<td>New York, Cincinnatti, Chicago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>date</td>
<td>1897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>category</td>
<td>level: 1st reader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>collation</td>
<td>128 p.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dimension</td>
<td>19 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>illustration</td>
<td>Color and BW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>call no</td>
<td>372.412</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>author</th>
<th>Baldwin, James and Bender, Ida C.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>title</td>
<td>Reading with Expression Second Reader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>publisher</td>
<td>American Book Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>publication site</td>
<td>New York, Cincinnatti, Chicago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>date</td>
<td>1911</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>category</td>
<td>level: 2nd Reader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>collation</td>
<td>176 p.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dimension</td>
<td>19 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>illustration</td>
<td>color and bw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>call no</td>
<td>372.412 Bal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
author: Bunyan, John
title: The Pilgrim’s Progress
publisher: American Book Exchange
publication site: New York
date: 1880
category: level: 
collation: 11-162 p. dimension: 16 cm call no: F Bu (s)
illustration: none

author: Burrowes, J. F
title: Burrowes' Piano-Forte Primer
publisher: Lee & Walker
publication site: Philadelphia
date: 1877
category: level: music lessons
collation: 114 p dimension: 15 cm call no: 786.36/B/(Mc
illustration: musical

author: Butler, Nobel A.M.
title: A Political Grammar of the English Language
publisher: Morton & Grizwald
publication site: Louisville, KY
date: 1846
category: grammar level: 
collation: 235p dimension: 19cm call no: 372.6 / B / (S)
illustration:

author: Cobb, Lyman
title: Cobb’s Juvenile Reader No. 3
publisher: Chapman & Flagler
publication site: Oxford, N.Y.
date: 1833
category: level: juvenile
collation: i-xxiv, dimension: 15? 16? call no: 372.412 C (s)
illustration: none
author: Cobb, Lyman
title: Cobb's Explanatory Arithmetick (sic)
publisher: Harper & Brothers
publication site: New York
date: 1834
category: math level: second
collation: 216p dimension: 15cm
call no: 511 / C / (S)
illustration: 

author: Comstock, J.L.
title: Youth's Book of Astronomy
publisher: William Pierce
publication site: Boston
date: 1835
category: level: intermediate
collation: 136p dimension: 16
call no: 520 C (s)
illustration: BW drawings

author: Cousin Daisy
title: The Picture Alphabet
publisher: J.B. Lippincott & Co.
publication site: Philadelphia
date: 1879
category: level: alphabet book
collation: 54 p dimension: 25 cm
call no: F/ Da / (S)
illustration: b&w

author: Cox, Palmer
title: The Brownies' Primer
publisher: George M. Hill Company
publication site: Chicago
date: 1901
category: level: young reader
collation: 74 p dimension: 25cm
call no: F / G / (s)
illustration: color b&w
author: Dana, Marvin
title: Spelling Made Easy
publisher: Edward J. Clode
publication site: New York
date: 1921
category: level: Spelling
collation: 255 p.
dimension: 19 cm
call no: 372.4
illustration: None

author: Dr. Blair
title: Dr. Blair's Lectures on Rhetoric
publisher: Collins, Keese, & co.
publication site: New York
date: 1836
category: level: high level
collation: 268 p
dimension: 16 cm
call no: 804/B/(S)
illustration: none

author: Dunham, O.M.
title: Little Folks: a magazine for the young
publisher: Cassell & Company, Limited
publication site: New York
date: 1887
category: level: young reader
collation: 380 p
dimension: 25 cm
call no: F/Du/(s)
illustration: color b&w

author: Wynn Field, ed.
title: Dimples Darlings
publisher: Holiday Publishing Co.
publication site: Philadelphia
date: 1891
category: level: young children
collation: 90 p
dimension: 25 cm
call no: F/Fi/(s)
illustration: b&w
author: Edwards, Richard and Webb, Russell
title: Analytical First Reader
publisher: Geo. Sherwood and Co.
publication site: Chicago
date: 1866
category: level: 1st reader call no: 372.412
collation: 94 p. dimension: 17 cm illustration: BW

author: Edwards, Richard and Webb, Russell
title: Analytical Second Reader
publisher: Geo. Sherwood and Co.
publication site: Chicago
date: 1866
category: level: 2nd reader call no: 372.412 E
collation: 160 p. dimension: 17 cm illustration: BW

author: Elson, William, Gray, W. S. and Keck, C. M.
title: Elson-Gray Basic Readers Book Six
publisher: Scott, Foresman and Company
publication site: Chicago
date: 1936
category: level: sixth call no: none given
collation: 1-465 dimension: 19 cm illustration: BW

author: Emerson, Frederick
title: The North American Arithmetic, Part Third
publisher: Jenks and Palmer
publication site: Boston
date: 1846
category: math level: third call no: 511 / E / (s)
collation: 288p dimension: 18cm illustration:
author: Emerson, Joseph

title: Supplement to Goodrich's History of the U.S.

publisher: Russel, Shattuck and Co.

publication site: Boston

date: 1836

category: history

collation: 196p

dimension: 15cm

author: Emery, Stephen A.

title: Elements of Harmony

publisher: Arthur P. Schmidt & Co.

publication site: Boston

date: 1879

category: Music

collation: 134p

dimension: 20cm

author: Fassett, James F

title: The Beacon Second Reader

publisher: Ginn and Company

publication site: Boston

date: 1914

category: Reader

collation: 192p

dimension: 19cm

author: Fish, Daniel W. A.M.

title: The Progressive Intellectual Arithmetic

publisher: Ivison, Phinney, Blankman & Co.

publication site: Chicago

date: 1866

category: math

collation: 176p

dimension: 17cm

Illustration: musical score
author: Forrester, Francis

title: Cousin Nelly; or The Visitor

publisher: Brown, Taggard and Chase

publication site: Boston

date: 1859

category: level: young child's call no: F (Po) (s)
collation: 64 p. dimension: 16 cm illustration: BW

author: George, Minnie

title: Suggestions for Seat Work

publisher: A. Flanagan

publication site: Chicago

date: 1891

category: misc level: call no: 371.3 / G /
collation: 40p dimension: 18cm illustration:

author: Goodrich, S.G.

title: The Third Reader for the Use of Schools

publisher: Otis, Broaders and Company

publication site: Boston

date: 1845

category: level: 3rd level call no: 372.412 G
collation: 180 p. dimension: 18cm illustration: cover

author: Goodrich, S.G.

title: Goodrich's First Reader for Schools

publisher: Morton and Griswold

publication site: Louisville, Ky

date: 1839

category: level: 1st reader call no: 372.42 G 1st
collation: 96 p. dimension: 16 cm illustration: BW
| author:     | Goodrich, S.G.                        |
| title:      | Goodrich's Second Reader for Schools |
| publisher:  | Otis, Broaders and Company           |
| publication site: | Boston                      |
| date:       | 1845                                 |
| category:   | 2nd Reader                           |
| call no:    | 372.412 G                            |
| collation:  | 144 p.                               |
| dimension:  | 16 cm                                |
| illustration: | BW                                   |

| author:     | Greenleaf, Benjamin A.M.             |
| title:      | Common School Arithmetic             |
| publisher:  | Robert S. Davis & Co.                |
| publication site: | Boston                           |
| date:       | 1851                                 |
| category:   | math                                 |
| level:      | introduction                         |
| call no:    |                                      |
| collation:  | 324 p.                               |
| dimension:  | 19 cm                                |
| illustration: |                                      |

| author:     | Greenleaf, Benjamin A.M.             |
| title:      | Greenleak's Intellectual Arithmetic |
| publisher:  | Robert S. Davis and Co               |
| publication site: | Chicago                  |
| date:       | 1858                                 |
| category:   | math                                 |
| level:      |                                     |
| call no:    | 511 / G / (s)                        |
| collation:  | 154p                                 |
| dimension:  | 16 cm                                |
| illustration: |                                      |

| author:     | Haile, Ellen                         |
| title:      | Three Brown Boys and other happy children |
| publisher:  | Cassell & company, Limited           |
| publication site: | Rahway, NJ                     |
| date:       | 1879                                 |
| category:   | young story                          |
| level:      |                                       |
| call no:    | F/ H/ (s)                            |
| collation:  | 226 p                                |
| dimension:  | 22 cm                                |
| illustration: | color cover                       |
author: Harvey, Thos. W.
title: Harvey's Elementary Grammar
publisher: Van Antwerp, Bragg & Co.
publication site: Cincinatti or New York
date: 1869
category: level: intermediate  call no: 372.6 H
collation: i-vii, 7-160  dimension:  illustration: none

author: Hillard, G.S.
title: Fourth Class Reader
publisher: Hickling, Swan & Brewer
publication site: Boston
date: 1858
category: level: fourth  call no: 372.442 H (s)
collation: i-iv, 1-152  dimension: 18?  illustration: none

author: Holbrook, Florence
title: The Hiawatha Primer
publisher: Houghton, Mifflin & Co.
publication site: Chicago
date: 1898
category: Reader  level: primer  call no: 372.412 / H
collation: 139p  dimension: 20cm  illustration: bw, col

author: Holmes, George F. LL.D.
title: Holmes' Fourth Reader
publisher: University Publishing Company
publication site: New York
date: 1870
category: Reader  level: fourth  call no:
collation: 276p  dimension: 19cm  illustration: bw
The Child's Day

The Catechetical Question Book

A Selection of Reading Lessons for Common Schools

Reed and Kellogg's Higher Lessons in English
author: Kellogg, S.
title: English Grammar in a New Dress, or Study Changed to Amusement
publisher: Cortland Village
publication site: 
date: 1835
category: Grammar level: call no: 372.6 / K / (S)
collation: 64p dimension: 17cm illustration:

author: Kirkham, Samuel
title: English Grammar, in Familiar Lectures
publisher: Robert B. Collins
publication site: New York
date: 1829
category: grammar level: call no: 372.6 / K / (S)
collation: 228p dimension: 19cm illustration:

author: Lee, Nelson
title: The Royal Acting Punch and Judy as played before The Queen
publisher: E.P. Dutton & Co.
publication site: New York
date: 
category: level: fun book for call no: F / L / (s)
collation: 12 p dimension: 24 cm illustration: color

author: Leslie, Mrs. Madeline
title: Little Rpbins in the Nest
publisher: Crosby and Ainsworth
publication site: Boston
date: 1860
category: level: young reader call no: F / Les / (s)
collation: 96 p dimension: 15 cm illustration: b&w
author: Loring, Laurie

title: How bessie did good

publisher: D. Lothrop Company

publication site: Boston

date: 1887

category: level: young reader call no: F / Lo / (s)
collation: 27 p dimension: 20 cm illustration: b&w

author: Mason, M.M., A.B.

title: The Southern First Class Book; or exercises in reading and declamation.

publisher: Pratt, Woodford & Co

publication site: New York

date: 1850

category: level: first class book call no: F / M / (s)
collation: v dimension: 19 cm illustration:

author: McGuffey

title: McGuffey's New High School Reader: For Advanced Classes

publisher: Winthrop B. Smith & Co.

publication site: Cincinatti

date: 1857

category: level: advanced call no: 808.8 McG ( )
collation: 479 p. dimension: 19 cm illustration: none

author: McGuffey, A.W.

title: McGuffey's Rhetorical Guide; or, Fifth Reader of The Eclectic Series

publisher: Winthrop B. Smith

publication site: Cincinatti

date: 1845

category: level: 5th reader call no: 372.412
collation: 480 p. dimension: 19 cm illustration: none
author: McGuffey, William H.
title: The Eclectic Fourth Reader containing Elegant Extracts in Prose and Poetry
publisher: Truman and Smith
publication site: Cincinatti
date: 1838
category: level: 4th reader  call no: 372.412 McG
collation: i-xii 13-324  dimension: 19 cm  illustration: none

author: McGuffey, WM. H.
title: McGuffey's New Sixth Eclectic Reader
publisher: Sargent, Wilson & Hinkle
publication site: Cincinatti
date: 1857
category: level: 6th reader  call no: 372.412 McG
collation: 448 p.  dimension: 19 cm  illustration: none

author: Mitchell, S. Augustus
title: A System of Modern Geography
publisher: H. Cowperthwait & CO
publication site: Philadelphia
date: 1858
category: Geography  level: youth  call no:
collation: 336p  dimension: 18cm  illustration: bw

author: Mrs. Barbauld
title: Little Marrian
publisher: Lee and Shepard
publication site: Boston
date: 
category: Story Book  level: youth  call no: F / BA / (s)
collation: 70p  dimension: 13cm  illustration: bw
author: Mrs. Tuthill
title: Hurrah For New England! or The Virginia Boy’s Vacation.
publisher: Crosby, Nichols, and Company
publication site: Boston
date: 1856
category: story book  level: youth  call no: F / Tu / (s)
collation: 112p  dimension: 17cm  illustration:

author: Murray, Lindey
title: Abridgment of English Grammar
publisher: Marsh, Capen & Lyon
publication site: Concord, NH
date: 1830
category: grammar  level:  call no: 372.6 / M / (s)
collation: 100p  dimension: 15cm  illustration:

author: Murray, Lindley
title: The English Reader: Pieces In Prose And Poetry.
publisher: R. Paterson & Lambdin
publication site: Pittsburgh
date: 1822
category:  level:  call no: 372.412/M/c.1
collation: 264 p.  dimension: 19cm  illustration: none

author: Murray, Lindley
title: The English Reader
publisher: Armstrong & Plaskitt
publication site: NY
date: 1886 (?)
category: reader  level:  call no: 372.412 / M /
collation: 252p  dimension: 18cm  illustration:
author: Onley, J.
title: Practical Geography for the use of Schools
publisher: D.F. Robinson & Co
publication site: Hartford, CT
date: 1827
category: geography level: call no: 910 / O / (S)
collation: 116p dimension: 15cm illustration:

author: Ormsby, R. M'K.
title: Vermont Speller; or Progressive Lessons in the English Language.
publisher: A. Low, Ag't & CO.
publication site: Bradford, VT
date: 1859
category: Speller level: call no: 372.4 / O / (S)
collation: 168p dimension: 18cm illustration:

author: Parley, Peter
title: The Story of Captain Riley and His Adventures in Africa
publisher: Henery F. Anners
publication site: Philadelphia
date: 1841
category: youth reader level: call no: F / Pa / (S)
collation: 240 p dimension: 15 cm illustration: B&W

author: Parley, Peter
title: Parley's Common School History
publisher: Marshall, Williams & Butler
publication site: Philadelphia
date: 1841
category: History level: call no: 409 / P / (S)
collation: 406p dimension: 19cm illustration: bw
author: Parley, Peter

title: Peter Parley's Universal History

publisher: Ivison, Blakeman, Taylor, & Company

publication site: Chicago

date: 1872

category: History

level: youth

collation: 700p 
dimension: 18cm 
illustration: bw

author: Pinneo, T.S., M.A., M.D.

title: Pinneo's Primary Grammar of the English Language for Beginners

publisher: Winthrop B. Smith and Co.

publication site: Cincinnati

date: 1851

category: 

level: beginner

collation: 110 p 
dimension: 16 cm 
illustration: none

author: Plympton, A.G.

title: The Little Folks Ladder

publisher: Dodd, Mead, & Company

publication site: New York

date: 1882

category: 

level: grammar

collation: 32 p 
dimension: 24 cm 
illustration: color

author: Pollard, Rebecca S.

title: Pollard's Synthetic Method of Reading and Spelling

publisher: Western Publishing House

publication site: Chicago

date: 1893

category: reader

level: 

collation: 217p 
dimension: 24cm 
illustration:
author: Pope, Alexander, with grammatical notes by Daniel Clark
title: Essay on Man with Clarke's Grammatical Notes
publisher: Clark, Austin and Smith
publication site: New York
date: 1856
category: level: call no: 372.6 Po (H)
collation: 72 p. dimension: 15 cm. illustration: none

author: Ray, Joseph M.D.
title: Ray's Arithmetic, First Book
publisher: Wilson, Hinkle & Co.
publication site: New York
date: 1857
category: Math level: primary call no: 511 / R / (S)
collation: 96 p dimension: 17 cm illustration: bw

author: Ray, Joseph M.D.
title: Ray's Arithmetic, Part Second
publisher: Winthrop B. Smith and Co
publication site: Cincinatti
date: 1852
category: math level: second call no: 511 / R / (S)
collation: 128 p dimension: 17 cm illustration:

author: Robertson, W M
title: The Life and Adventures of Robinson Crusoe
publisher: Mack, Andrus, & Woodruff
publication site: Ithaca, NY
date: 1851
category: Story book level: call no: F / Rob / (S)
collation: 159 p dimension: 16 cm illustration:
author: Smith, Rev. Thomas
title: Walker's Critical Pronouncing Dictionary
publisher: 
publication site: Cooperstown, NY
date: 1828
category: dictionary level: call no: 423 / S / (S)
collation: 400p dimension: 15cm illustration: 

author: Stoddard, John F. A.M.
title: The American Intellectual Arithmetic
publisher: Sheldon, Blakeman & Co.
publication site: New York
date: 1849
category: math level: call no: 511 / s / (S)
collation: 164p dimension: 16cm illustration: 

author: Stoddard, John F. A.M 
title: The American Intellectual Arithmetic 
publisher: Sheldon, Blankeman, & Co 
publication site: Chicago 
date: 1849 
category: math level: call no: 511 / S / (S) 
collation: 164p dimension: 16cm illustration: 

author: stories edited by Madame de Chatelain

title: Little Folks Books: The Bo Peep Story Books

publisher: Leavitt & Allen

publication site: New York
date: ?
category: level: story book call no: F/DeC/ (s)
collation: 96 p. dimension: 13 cm illustration: b&w
author: Tarr, Ralph S. and McMurry, Frank M.
title: Home Geography and the Earth as a Whole
publisher: The Macmillan Company
publication site: London
date: 1909
category: introductory level:  call no: 910 T
collation: i-xiii, 1-279  dimension: 19 cm  illustration: BW photos

author: Thayer, William M.
title: Merry Christmas. A Christmas present for children and youth.
publisher: Stone & Halpine
publication site: Boston
date: 1854
category:  call no: P/Th/(5)
collation: viii, 104 p  dimension: 17cm  illustration: color & BW

author: Tower, David B., A.M. & Tweed, Benjamin F., A.M.
title: Tower's Elements. First Lessons in Language
publisher: John A. Kerr & Co.
publication site: Detroit
date: 1856
category: first level level:  call no: 372.6/T/(s)
collation: 125p.  dimension: 17 cm.  illustration: cover

author: Tytler, Alexander Fraser
title: Elements of General History
publisher: Horatio Hill & Company
publication site: Concord, N.H.
date: 1831
category: Higher level:  call no: 909 Ten (K)
collation: Main Body:  dimension: 19 cm  illustration: none
author: Ward, Edward G.  
title: The Rational Method in Reading: Fourth Reader  
publisher: Silver Burdett & Company  
publication site: Chicago  
date: 1903  
category:  
level: fourth reader  
call no: none  
collation: 250 p  
dimension: 19 cm  
illustration:  

author: Webster, Noah LL. D.  
title: The Elementary Spelling Book  
publisher: American Book Company  
publication site: Chicago  
date: 1908  
category: Spelling  
level: elementary  
call no:  
collation: 174p  
dimension: 18 cm  
illustration:  

author: Weatherly, F.E.  
title: Told in the Twilight  
publisher: E.P. Dutton & Company  
publication site: New York  
date:  
category:  
level: young story  
call no: F / W / (S)  
collation: 64 p  
dimension: 24 cm  
illustration: color B&w  

author: Webster, Noah LL.D  
title: The Elementary Spelling Book  
publisher: G.F. Coolridge & Brother  
publication site: NY  
date: 1848  
category: Spelling  
level: Elementary  
call no: 372.4 / W / (s)  
collation: 168p  
dimension: 18 cm  
illustration:
author: Webster, Noah

title: A Dictionary for Primary Schools

publisher: N. J. White

publication site: New York

date: 1834

category: dictionary

level: 
call no: 
collation: 341p

dimension: 14cm

illustration:

author: Wells, W.H., M.A.

title: Wells's school Grammar: A Grammar of the English Language

publisher: John P. Jewett & Co.

publication site: Boston

date: 1848

category: 

level: ?
call no: 372.6/W/(S)
collation: 220 p
dimension: 18 cm

illustration:

author: Wiley, Charles

title: History of the United States

publisher: H. & E. Phinney

publication site: Cooperstown, NY

date: 1844

category: 

level: academies
call no: 917 (H) (S)
collation: 1-298 p,
dimension: 16?

illustration: none

author: Willson, Marcus

title: Juvenile American History

publisher: Mark H. Newman & Co.

publication site: New York

date: 1847

category: 

level: Juvenile
call no: 917 W (S)
collation: i-vi, 7-160
dimension: 16?

illustration: BW
Additions

author: Smith, Minnie L.
title: First Latin Lessons
publisher: Allyn & Bacon
publication site: ?
date: 1907
category: Latin primer level: secondary

[See Minnie L. Smith Papers - MSS #213]